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They are very videogames in the world 🌎 but today we 
are going to talk about the 3 most popular videogames 

🎮

B) the 2nd game we are going to talk it’s “FIFA”. Fifa 
is a game of football ⚽. You choose a team and play 

against the machine or against people: the best 
players is: Messi,Mbappe, Halland, De Jong , Ronaldo 

A) the 1st popular videogame is “Fornite”. It’s a game 
who you play with friends and you must defeat the 

others to win they objects (guns, bullets...) and they 
potions 🧪 is construction and the best skins is: Dinamo 

Superhiroy diva of Diamant Deriva and Ranarok 

THE TECHNOLOGY 
REPORTERS 🧑💻🧑💻🎮

Videogames 🎮

C) The last game we are going to talk is “Rocket 
league”. It’s a game of cars 🚗 . You have to 

mark the ball ⚽ there is turbo and many games 
for example: competitive or with superpowers:  
rumble the names of the best card is: Dominus, 

Fenik,Octane,Takumi,Marudae



Trainers 👟 

Adidas Nike
The Adidas company, founded in January 1949, has its origins in 

the previous companies of the Dassler family: the so-called 
"Gebrüder Dassler Schuhfabrik", founded in the early 1920s in 

Germany by Adolf Dassler together with his brother Rudolf Dassler. 
They made slippers and slippers without an acquired brand, and also 

spiked footwear for athletes.

 It was founded by University of Oregon 
athlete Phil Knight and his coach, William Jay 

"Bill" Bowerman. The company began 
distributing footwear from the Onitsuka Tiger 

brand (now ASICS) until 1971, when BRS 
launched its first own product

Reebok

 In 1895, Joseph William Foster, at the age of 14, began working in his room above 
his father's sweet shop in Bolton, England, designing some of the first spiked 

sneakers1. After his ideas progressed, he founded his business 'JW Foster' in 1900, 
later joined his sons and changed the company name to JW Foster and Sons. Foster 
opened a small factory called Olympic Works, and gradually became famous among 

athletes for its "running pumps" 2. To pioneer the use of spikes, the company's 
revolutionary pumps appear in the book Golden Kicks: The Shoes that Changed 
Sports. Later the company began distributing shoes throughout Great Britain that 

were worn by the majority of British athletes3.



Ban is the best friend of Meliodas.

Ban is the robber and he is 

inmortal.

Ban have a girlfriend. Her name is 

Elaine.

Elaine is a fair 


Meliodas is a demon.

Meliodas have a girlfriend. Her name 

is Elizabeth.

Elizabeth is a good.


Meliodas is a success in the king 
demon

Escanor special hability is 
shunsine.


Escanor love Merlin.

Escanor is activated wen it’s 

midday.Escanor died after the 
dispute vs king demon rob of the 

body of zeldris .


Nanatsu no 
naitazi

The seven deadly sins is a 
organization defeat of 10 

commandments

This is a very good idea for 

escanor.

 His special hability is mode the 

one

Nanatsu no taizai is a good 
anime.


Melioda’s animation is good.
Anime 



N.A.S. Magazine SPORTS 🏈 (New awesome school magazine)

In horse ridding, horses are ridding 
by riders. They run for a set distance, 
often with obstacles for them to jump 
over. Horse ridding sports have been 
popular since ancient times. Today 

there are many kinds of horse ridding 
events.

Ice skating is a sport in witch 
people slide over a smooth ice 

surface on steel-bladed 
skates.Millions of people skate in 

those parts of the world where 
the winters are cold enough. 

Although most people ice-skate 
for recreation and exercise.

Volleyball, game played by two team, 
usually of six players on a side, in 

which the players use their hands to 
bat a ball back and forth over a high 
net, trying to make the ball touch the 
court within the opponents’ playing 

area before it can be returned.

Canoeing, the use for sport, 
recreation, or competition of a 

canoe, kayak, or fold boat, all small, 
narrow, lightweight boats propelled 

by paddles and pointed at both ends. 
There are many canoe clubs in 

Europe and North America, and most 
canoes are used in touring.

There’re many sports around the world but we’re going to induce our favorites:



Movie Genre  Ezine
Science Fiction: 

Sci-Fi is the genre  that combines 
Science with Fiction. It usually 

happens in outer space. Star wars is 
a Science Fiction  movie. Star wars is 

movie about Luke Skywalker, a 
farmer who is the son of the villain 
(Darth Vader). He tries to bring his 

father to the light side.

Adventure: 
This movie genre is about a long journey 
that the characters do to get a treasure or 

a reward. Pirates of the Caribbean is 
movie  in which Jack Sparrow tries to find 

a lost island.

Cartoons: 
Cartoons are a type of movie in which 
the characters aren’t live action. These 

movies are for all the people. My 
neighbour Totoro is our favourite 

cartoon movies. This movie is about a 
family who finds Totoro (a mystic 

creature).

Fantasy:  
This movies are about fantastic 

creatures and fantastic places. The Lord 
of the Rings is the best fantastic film 

and happens in the Middle-Earth. The 
fellowship of the ring tries to destroy 

the ring and kill orcs. It won 11 oscars.

Horror:  
Alien is a horror movie. Horror 

movies make you scared and make 
a lot of screamers. Alien the 8th 
passenger is the story of people 

who tries to get the xenomorph out 
of their spaceship.

Comedy:  
Ghostbusters is a great 

comedy film in which four 
friends try to hunt ghost 
together and tell jokes.

Drama:  
This movies talk about feelings 
and  about lives of important 

people. Bohemian Rhapsody is a 
great about the music band 

Queen.

www.superezine.com

http://www.superezine.com


SPORTS OF THE HISTORY  
SWIMMING
Swimming  has  been  since  prehistoric  times, 
written reference date from 2000BC. Some of the 
earliest references include the Epic of Gilgamesh, 
the  Iliad,  the  Odyssey,  the  Bible,  Beowulf,  and 
other sagas.

THE HISTORY THE SWIMMING 



The white lion has a characteristic white 
hair. The hunting and the expansion of 
the civilization in the territory where he 
live, minimize the Lion population. He’s 
scientific name is Panthers Leo krugeri.

http://www.cambridge.org/elt/MECP/ezine— x

M E
C P

ReportsDangerous extinction animals

The amazon river dolphin (boto) is a 
40 percent more intelligent than a 
human. This animal is in extinction  
because the fishing and the felling is 
each time is more.

The golden frog  ( Phyllobates 
terribilis )or golden dart frog is an 
anuran amphibian of the Dendrobatidae 
family endemic to the Colombian 
Pacific coast. This amphibian is 
currently considered the most toxic and 
poisonous animal in the world.

The sea angel eat sea butterflies 
and the sea butterflies are in 
dangerous extinction, that is why 
the sea Ángels are in dangerous 
extinction. Live in the depth of 
the oceans.

The Bison in a prehistoric animal. Only are 2 
species, the American bison and the European 
bison. The color of his hair change, in winter his 

hair is  dark brown and in summer is a brown more 
lightweight. He is in dangerous extinction because 

he is prehistoric.

The Lynx.  Depends on the specie of the Lynx the 
color of his hair is different. According to the studies 

paleontological and genetics, the predecessor of 
the Lynx appeared makes 6.000.000 of years in 

regions of América of the North. He is in dangerous 
extinction because the person hunting.

In the wold are a lots of animals in dangerous extinction but we are going to talk about six 
fantastic animals.

http://www.cambridge


Spots/am.com
• Series are a type of entertainment. There so many types of series: 

Series

Action  
Action series are a series 

genre in which the 
protagonist are thrust into a 
series of events that typically 
include violence, extended 

fighting, physical feats, 
rescues and frantic chases. 

Example: Mandalorian 

Science fiction  
Science fiction is a genre of 

speculative fiction that typically 
deals deals with imagine and 

futuristic  concepts such as 
advanced science and 

technology, space exploration, 
time travel, parallel universes, 

and extraterrestrial life. 
Example: the 100

Comedy  
Comedy is a genre of 
fiction consisting of 
discourses or words 

intended to be humorous.  
Example: 
Friends 

Drama 
The drama is a genre 

that tries to inspire 
sadness and 
compassion.  

Example: 
Grey’s Anatomy

Thriller  
Thriller is a genre of fiction, having 
numerous, often overlapping sub 
genres. Thrillers are characterized 
and defined by moods they elicit, 

giving viewers heightened feelings  
of suspense, excitement, surprise, 
anticipation and anxiety. Example: 

Locke & key
Romance 

Romance series are romantic love 
stories recorded in visual media  
for broadcast in theaters and on 

Tv that focus on passion, emotion, 
and the affectionate romantic 

involvement of the main 
characters and the journey that 
their love takes them through 
dating, courship or marriage. 
Example: once upon a time  



Girls ezine

My Hero Academia is a Japanese superhero manga 
series written and illustrated by Kōhei Horikoshi. 
The story follows Izuku Midoriya, a boy born 
without superpowers (called Quirks) in a world 
where they have become commonplace, but who 
still dreams of becoming a superhero himself. He is 
scouted by All Might, Japan's greatest hero, who 
chooses Midoriya as his successor and shares his 
Quirk with him after recognizing his potential, and 
later helps to enroll him in a prestigious high school 
for heroes in training.

My hero academia
Denki Kaminari

Tenya Iida
Eijiro Kirishima

Shoto Todoroki
Izuku Midoriya

Katsuki Bakugo

All Might

We don’t know all  about this anime but this is some information of this 



L.A.F. EZINE Chocolate 

Chocolate Preparation: 

Step 1: Cleaning 
Step 2: Roasting 
Step 3: Shell Removal 
Step 4: Nibs are ground 
Step 5: Cocoa is separated from Cocoa 
Butter 
Step 6: Other ingredients are added to the 
Chocolate Liquor 
Step 7: Conching machines knead the 
Chocolate Paste 
Step 8: Chocolate is Tempered by Heating, 
Cooling & Reheating

Cacao has been cultivated by many cultures for at least three 
millennia in Mesoamerica. The earliest evidence of the use of 

cacao belongs to the culture of Honduras Guatemala and Mexico, 
with traces of chocolate drinks dating from 1900.  In fact, most 

Mesoamerican people made chocolate drinks, including the 
Mayans and Aztecs.

There are three main types of chocolate:white 
chocolate ,milk chocolate, and , dark chocolate 

Chocolate is a food made from cacao beans. It is used in many desserts like pudding, cakes, cand y, ice 
cream, and Easter eggs, It can be in a solid from like a candy bar or it can be in a liquid from hot chocolate.



Anime box ezine Article:

Attack on TitanThe Ymir’s 9 shifter titans

The Jaw Titan 
 It was one of the Nine Titans with 
a ferociously powerful set of jaws 
and claws that were able to tear 
through almost anything. It was 
also known as the swiftest Titan 
of all due to its small size. This 
Titan actually is of Falco Grice

The Armored Titan  
It was one of the nine titans that 
possessed armored plates of skin across 
its body. The Armored titan is of Reiner 
Braun

The Cart Titan 

It was one of the Nine Titans with a 
quadrupedal form possessing devastating 
speed and  endurance. Actually is of 
Pieck Finger

The  War Hammer Titan 
 It was one of the Nine 
Titans, and it possessed 
the ability to create 
structures out of hardened 
Titan flesh.

This Titan is also of Eren 
Jaeger

 The Attack Titan 

It was one of the Nine Titans that 
could see through the memories of 
its past and future holders, and 
has fought for freedom throughout 
the generations. The last attack 
Titan is of Eren  Jaeger

The Colossal Titan 

It is one of the Nine Titans and serves 
as the primary antagonist of the first 
three seasons of Attack on Titan 
series. This Titan is notable for its 
massive size and significant control 
over the steam emitted by its Titan 
body along with the user's control 
over the power of the blast released 
by its transformation. It is currently in 
the possession of Armin Arlelt.

The Beast Titan 
 It was one of the Nine Titans. 
Typically, it was slightly larger 
than most Titans and took on 
an animal-like appearance. 
The beats Titan is of Zeke 
Jaeger

The Female Titan 
 It was one of the Nine Titans and 
possessed the ability to easily mimic the 
attributes of the other Titans. It could 
also selectively harden parts of its skin 
and attract Pure Titans with its screams, 
possibly due to its aforementioned 
mimicry ability. This Titan actually is of 
Annie Leonhart

The Founding Titan 

It was one of the Nine Titans and the 
first of all Titans. Its Scream could 
create and control other Titans and 
modify the memories and body 
compositions of the Subjects of Ymir, 
but this power had historically only 
been able to be used by members of 
the royal family.

In Attack on Titan are 9 shifter titans all 
with different abilities. Now see the rest 

of the ezine for information of they

https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Nine_Titans
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Nine_Titans
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Nine_Titans
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Titan_(Anime)
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Power_of_the_Titans_(Anime)
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Armin_Arlelt_(Anime)
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Nine_Titans
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Nine_Titans
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Titan
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Nine_Titans
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Subjects_of_Ymir
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Fritz_family
https://attackontitan.fandom.com/wiki/Reiss_family


Football
The football is a sport that have  11 players in  the field there are 4 

positions goalkeeper, midfield, striker and defense

The football  have the best players 
of the worlds ones example are: 

Messi, Ronaldo, Neymar, 
Lewandowski, Mbappé, Kevin De 

Bruyne, Ibrahimović, Erling Haaland, 
Andrés Iniesta and Pogba

Also have best teams ones example are:Real 
Madrid, Barça, Milan, Bayer de münchen, Ajax, 

M United,Liverpool, Juventus, Inter,City

The best goalkeeper in the actually are: 
Casillas, Courtois, Neuer, ter stegen, Oblak, 

Navas, Alisson, De Gea, lloris and Buffon.

www.onefootball.com

Álvaro: My favorite player is neymar, my 
favorite team is Atletico de Madrid and 

my favorite goalkeeper is casillas 
Daniel: My favourite player is Cristiano 

Ronaldo, my favourite team is Atlético de 
Madrid 

Marcos: My favorite team is Madrid, my 
favorite player is Mbappé and my favorite 

goalkeeper is casillas.

Transfer of 2021: One rumor is 
Morata to Barca, Other rumor is Dani 

olmo to Atlético, the best rumor is 
Mbappé to Madrid and Messi to PSG

http://www.onefootball.com


Desigual - H&M - Guess
In Guess? has autumn 
clothes for adults of 

20-60 years old. 
Guess? open in 1981. 

Guess utilice ? signal for 
they publicity. The 

founders of guess are: 
George’s Marciano, Paul 

Marciano, Maurice 
Marciano, And Armand 

Marciano. 

In H&M has winter clothes 
for babies, kids and adult 

of 0-50 years old. 
H&M open in 1947. 
 H&M have a lot of 

clothes, complements 
and cosmetics things. The 
central office of hm are in 
Europe,Asien,Africa and 

in orient.

In Desigual has clothes for kids 
and adult of 

7-40 years old. 
Desigual open in 1984. 

The central office of desigual 
are Barcelona.The founders of 
desigual are: Thomas Meyer 

and Christian Meyer.

Things about the clothes shops



Sticky notes Ezine Sticky notes
Reports
PETS Pets can change our life

People and animals  have been together 
forever. Humans have always had the need 
to have pets and not be alone. Having a pet 

has a lot of advantages  

Helps physical activity  

It gives you more responsibility (bathing, 
feeding, walking) 

Helps to express emotions  

It is good for people with psychological 
problems.  

Types of pets

Many people like 
cats and dogs but 

some people prefer 
other types, for 
example birds, 

reptiles, hamsters 
and fish 

Each person must choose 
the pet to love and be 

responsible with it



Curiosity of space

Do you know that a group of people find in them attic a nest of 
baby owl. This is what they find:


Do you know that a tea spoon of 

a neutron star is the equivalent  


 of 2.500.000.000.000 kg.


The scientifics with much 

studies and years searching have 


found a sistem with 8 planets and 3 of those are ready for life.

Space News

The space have a lot of secrets, in 
this ezine we reveal old the secrets of the 

space
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